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SEE OUR INNOVATION IN ACTION

TEKTELIC Communications is a premier supplier of complete 

end-to-end IoT solutions, with a focus on the development of 

Gateways and Devices designed for Carrier-Grade reliability, mass 

scalability and the lowest Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). TEKTELIC 

leverages its world-class IoT products to create enhanced value for 

its clients with key design considerations being implemented to 

ensure the longest battery life and highest performance on the 

market while managing customer budgets with cost-effective 

solutions. A strong commitment to quality, engineering, and service 

excellence assure clients that TEKTELIC’s IoT solutions will meet 

the current and future needs of their business.

THE CHALLENGE

Connected IoT devices are improving energy management, business 

efficiencies and by allowing monitoring of environments and of human 

beings improving health outcomes. Achieving these positive results 

requires reliable connectivity. TEKTELIC’s highly reliable sensors and 

solutions needed to have different antennas for the EU and for the North 

America zone in order to ensure full coverage. The need for different 

antennas resulted in increased manufacturing costs, which could impact 

product pricing. TEKTELIC faced the challenge of finding a single 

antenna, which will be suitable for both EU and North America zones.

THE SOLUTION

The same goes for TEKTELIC Agriculture LoRaWAN Sensor, which tracks 

soil moisture and temperature, ambient temperature, humidity, and light – 

indicators crucial for yields. In addition, with Ignion’s antenna components, 

TEKTELIC Enterprise Asset Tracker, which gives a full view of the location of 

assets, and TEMPO Meeting Room Display Tablet, which monitors room 

occupancy and coordinates meetings can be easier deployed all around 

the world without the need of customizing for EU or NA zones.

And the most important here is the simplification of coverage for TEKTELIC 

medical devices. For instance, TEKTELIC eDoctor Device can literally save 

lives for patients, who require constant, reliable monitoring of body 

temperature, respiration rate, chest expansion, body position, and heart 

rate. In this case, reducing time spent on the production of different bands 

for EU and NA can be lifesaving for those who need this device. 

Solving the “antenna problem” through the collaboration with Ignion has 

made TEKTELIC’s robust and accurate sensors more accessible and 

affordable for businesses all around the world.

The same antenna
several projects

50% reduction
design cycle

Just one antenna 
component for all 
verticals, devices and 
regions 

“By using just one antenna component our design cycle 
and cost were dramatically reduced”. 

Design Manager, Tektelic

THE SAME ANTENNA, SEVERAL PROJECTS

Same design
different products

TEKTELIC and Ignion partnership has become a breakthrough in solving 

the “antenna problem”. Ignion’s RUN mXTEND™ antenna booster was 

successfully implemented in a range of carrier-grade TEKTELIC 

products. Ignion’s Virtual Antenna®solution is being used for TEKTELIC 

sensors in a variety of markets including smart buildings, smart industry, 

agriculture, asset tracking, healthcare, and smart cities.

For example, TEKTELIC Smart Room Sensor - PIR, which can constantly 

monitor temperature, humidity, light, movement, motion, shock, and 

leakages now can be produced as a universal option for EU and NA 

because with Ignion antenna, TEKTELIC needs only 1 PCBA to cover 

both zones. 


